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Abstract

This report studies a low cost hardware platform for Fleet Management Services, FMS.
The platform manages vehicle data, positioning and wireless communication. The core of
the platform is a new kind of ‘intelligent’ GSM1 modem, called a GSM module. A GSM
module is basically a stripped down mobile phone that allows embedded third party
application code and has an IP2-stack. The report reviews the modules available on the
market today and presents experiences from the implementation of a prototype based on
the Aplicom A12 module. The main conclusion is that the concept is feasible though the
modules' limited performance must be considered in the design.
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1 Introduction

This final thesis for a Master degree in Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering was
carried out at Scania Fleet Management at Kista, Stockholm Sweden. The aim of the
thesis is to study a low cost hardware platform for Fleet Management Services, FMS.
FMS demands that the platform manages vehicle data, positioning and wireless
communication. In a traditional hardware platform architecture, the core would have
been a micro controller controlling different units such as vehicle interface and GSMmodem. During the past three-four years, ‘intelligent’ GSM modems have emerged that
allow embedded third party application code. This eliminates the need of an external
microcontroller and the GSM unit can work as ‘central intelligence’ of the platform. This
project will study the potential of such an architecture and evaluate the GSM modules
available on the market today. It is hard to evaluate a concept solely from documentation.
A large part of the project time was therefore devoted to putting together a working
prototype. Lessons learned from this are discussed in the final chapter.

1.1 Background
The following two paragraphs give some background to the project.
1.1.1 Fleet Management Services
With the increased competition in the hauling business, companies look for ways to
improve their efficiency. FMS is an umbrella term for applications that aim at improving
the overall performance of a hauler’s fleet in terms of fuel economy, maintenance costs,
utilisation level, etc. FMS’ main advantages are better transport coordination, better
vehicle and driver follow up, faster and more precise invoicing, and faster assistance in
case of a road side breakdown.
One example of a simple FMS application is the logging of fuel consumption over
mileage. The transport company can then address drivers that have higher fuel
consumption with instructions on more economic driving, or have a bonus system based
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on fuel economy. Fuel costs today accounts for about 40 percent of a hauler companies
expenses [ref 16]. A decrease in fuel consumption of just a few percent would pay back
the investment in very short time. Another application is extending the office Transport
Management System so that driving orders can be forwarded wirelessly to the truck. This
gives a much more flexible ordering system then if all orders have to be handed out at the
beginning of the day. In addition, the invoicing charge can be sent the minute the delivery
is completed. With a GPS3 connected to the system, the hauler company also gets a
receipt of that a delivery was at a certain position at a given time.
1.1.2 Hardware foundations for FMS
The FMS applications described in the previous paragraph requires new hardware and
software in the truck for monitoring vehicle parameters, positioning of the vehicle and
for communication. The Scania offer today is based on a rugged Windows XP
Embedded PC that is installed in the truck’s dash board. Apart from standard PC
features, it is equipped with hardware to listen to the vehicle communication bus, a GPS,
and a GPRS4 modem. The PC monitors the truck and communicates wirelessly with a
Scania server. The server process incoming data and presents it on an internet portal at
which the hauler company can monitor truck and driver performance. The PC has a
touch screen so that it can also be used for order support, navigation and third party
software.
A full-fledged PC is over skilled for many FMS applications that don’t demand a user
interface. To only monitor and send in vehicle and positioning data, something much
simpler and cheaper could be used. The GSM-module based platform studied in this
thesis is a candidate.

1.2 Project requirements
The project was divided into two parts with the following requirements:
Part one of the project should evaluate GSM-modules on the market today to see how
suitable they are for an FMS platform. Part two should result in a GSM-module based
prototype. The prototype should take requests from, and send data to a server according
to a specified protocol. It should handle Controller Area Network, CAN, and Global
Positioning System, GPS, data and wireless communication by IP over GPRS.
The results should be described in a report, including a review of evaluated GSMmodules and future prospects for them as hardware platform for FMS. Particularly the
implementation of a connection to the CAN-bus should be investigated. An outline of
the prototype implementation should be given. The report should also include a brief
introduction to technologies used
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1.3 Resources
This thesis has a focus on product development so the investigating part of the thesis
concerns product review and evaluation. Therefore, much of the resources have been
data sheets and product specifications, rather than scientific articles.
GSM-module documentation has been acquired as PDF files from web pages of
hardware manufacturers. Apart from the usual methodology of smoothening over a
product’s weaknesses and stressing its powers, these sources could be considered to be
accurate. Notes have also been taken from meetings with sales representatives for every
studied GSM module except Sony Ericsson and Motorola. The art of glorifying is even
more present here than in product specifications.
The technologies studied in the project are all mature and in wide use. A vast literature
exists for each of them. They are not breakthrough news to be very sceptic about, but
more standards documentation.

1.4 Limitations
This thesis will study the GSM module concept. No comparison to other types of
hardware platforms will be made.
Only the GSM module unit of the suggested FMS hardware platform will be evaluated.
No evaluation will be done on platform peripherals, e.g., CAN interface and GPS.
The main aim is to study the strengths and weaknesses of the GSM module concept, not
to find a winning candidate among the modules available.
The chapter on underlying technologies gives an orientation to help the reader
understand possibilities and limitations of the studied task. It is not meant to be a
complete description.

1.5 Thesis outline
Chapter two of this thesis report gives a brief introduction to technologies used in the
project. This chapter can be skipped by readers already familiar with the technological
background. See the reference list for a more thorough background survey. Chapter three
covers the concept of a GSM-module. Chapter four is a review of GSM-modules on the
market today. Chapter five deals with the prototype implementation and lessons learnt
from it. Chapter six discusses key features to examine when selecting a GSM-module.
Finally, chapter seven gives some conclusions and suggestions on future work.

1.6 Acknowledgements
I am grateful to many people at Scania Fleet Management for their support with my
thesis, especially my instructor Mathias Björkman and my supervisor Peter Madsen. I
would also like to thank my examiner at Linköping University, Kent Palmkvist.
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2 Underlying technologies

This chapter will explain the fundamentals of technologies used by the project prototype.
It is not meant to be a complete description, but rather an orientation to help the reader
understand possibilities and limitations of the studied task. Readers already familiar with
the technological background can skip this chapter. For a more thorough study, see the
references at the end of the report.

2.1 Wireless communication
[Paragraph 2.1 is based on ref 1]
When data needs to be sent from a moving target, or from remote locations, wireless
communication is desirable. There are a number of techniques available with different
focuses regarding range and bandwidth. The application of this project has low demands
on bandwidth, but requires country wide coverage. For this type of applications
GSM/GPRS is the most suitable candidate today.
2.1.1 GSM
The Global System for Mobile telecommunications, GSM, standard was developed in the
eighties to address the problem of compatibility between numerous telecommunication
systems that had emerged. A first version of the standard was completed in 1990. Since
then, the system has been adopted around the world, and new versions of the standard
have been released, allowing higher data rates and new features in the networks.
The basic GSM network is circuit switched, just like an ordinary land line telephone
network. When a call is established between two nodes, the link in-between is busy,
regardless of anything is being said/transmitted or not. To allow many simultaneous calls
over the radio link, GSM uses multiple frequency channels around its basic working
frequency, 900 MHz. One set of frequencies is used for uplinks and one set for
downlinks. These frequency channels, in turn, use Time Division Multiple Access,
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TDMA to further increase the number of parallel lines. TDMA means that a channel is
chopped up into a set of repeating time slots. Each (cell phone) connection has its own
repeating time slot in a channel. (see figure 2.1) The cell phone samples some speech,
compresses it and sends it in its next slot. For this to work, the time to transmit one
second of compressed speech has to be much shorter than one second.

Figure 2.1: Repeating time slots of a GSM channel.

The GSM network is divided into cells, with each cell having its own Base Station
System, BSS. The BSS contains a radio transceiver and a controller. The controller
handles the radio channels and forwards calls in the cell to a switching centre in the
network. The switching centre in turn routes the call onwards to the target BSS or to
another network. The GSM network also contains a set of data bases which contains
information about attached cell phones, their rights and statuses. See figure below.
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Figure 2.2: Rough structure of a GSM network.
2.1.2 GPRS
An extension to the GSM standard called General Packet Radio Services, GPRS, was
released in 1997. GPRS allows packet based data to be sent in the GSM network and
onwards through gateways to the internet using standard internet protocols. This also
implies that computers connected to the internet need no special hardware to
communicate with a GPRS device.
Data to be sent is first divided into small pieces, packets. The individual packets are then
sent as soon as there is a time slot available in the network. Finally, transmitted data is
reconstructed from the packets at its destination. See figure 2.3. No user ‘owns’ a
repeating time slot, as in the basic GSM network. This allows a more efficient use of the
bandwidth. When user A doesn’t need any time slots, user B can have them and vice
verse. Both users can still be constantly attached to the base station, much like an internet
broadband connection, ready to send or receive. Network operators often employ a tariff
scheme where users pay for the data actually sent, not the time period he is connected.
The pay-per-byte nature of GPRS makes it ideal to use with remote devices that need to
be constantly connected to other devices, or to a central server, but only exchanging
small amounts of data spread over long periods of time.
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Figure 2.3: Time slot usage of a GPRS channel.

A GPRS device can only send at one frequency at a time (use one channel), but it can use
more than one slot in each time slot cycle of that channel to increase its bandwidth.
GPRS devices are divided into classes according to the number of time slots they can
make use of. Performances range from utilising one slot in each direction in class one, to
four slots in one direction and one in the other (4+1 or 1+4), in class 12. See table 2.1.
The theoretical data rate, when using one slot, is 13,400 bits per second, giving 53,600
bps for class 12. These 53,6 kbps is the “raw data” rate; up to 25 percent thereof is used
for error correction and redundancy, leaving about 40 kbps for user data.
Table 2.1: Examples of GPRS classes. ‘Active slots’ gives the maximum number of simultaneously utilized
slots. For example class 11 supports up to four slots for the uplink and up to three slots for the downlink,
but it can only use a total of five slots simultaneously.

GPRS class

Uplink slots

2
4
6
8
11
12

2
3
3
4
4
4

Downlink
slots
1
1
2
1
3
4

Active slots
3
4
4
5
5
5

A GSM network needs new software and hardware to handle GPRS. For example, the
base station controller needs software to manage new coding schemes. GPRS data is sent
from the BSS to GPRS support nodes in the network. They have roughly the same
functionality as the switching centre in GSM. The routing to and from other IP based
networks (internet) is done through gateways. See figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Rough structure of a GPRS network.

Assignment of an IP address to a unit is done dynamically by the network operator, i.e. a
unit’s IP address will change over time. This means that there is no way for a server that
wants to contact a unit to know its IP address for sure. Lately specialised operators utilize
a Domain Name System, DNS, to give a unit a static public IP address. The operator
then routes incoming requests to the public IP address through the DNS server to the
unit’s current dynamic IP address.
2.1.3 Alternative communication technologies
One of the requirements of the FMS platform is “real time” positioning. This condition
disqualifies any solution with logging of data for later transfer via e.g. WLAN5 at a depot.
The only alternative today and for years to come, that support packet based transmission
country wide, is 3G6. The data rates of 3G are not needed by the FMS platform’s current
specifications and the price of a 3G module is approximately three times that of a GSM
module. An advantage of 3G is that network operators tend to have lower prices per
mega byte of transferred data.

2.2 Internet Protocol
[Paragraph 2.2 is based on ref 2]
The Internet Protocol Suit, IPS, has been used since the beginning of the eighties for
communication between remote computer systems. With the introduction of GPRS in
the GSM network, GSM devices could adopt the same suit of protocols to communicate
with computers on the internet.
Data to be sent from a device over the internet faces an elaborate scheme. It needs to be
packed and wrapped before it can be transmitted, and control mechanisms are needed to

5
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make sure it reaches its destination. An application sending data usually needs not to
worry about all this. The required functionality is provided at a lower level by the IPS.
IPS has a layered architecture. The bottom layer handles the physical link; sending and
receiving of raw bits. The top layer provides an interface that applications can use. Each
layer in between handles its own part of the transmission. A layer only serves the layer
immediately above and only makes requests to the layer immediately below. With well
defined interfaces between the layers, this makes for a flexible and easily maintained
architecture. This approach is promoted in the more general Open Standards
Interconnect, OSI, model and is often called a protocol stack, in this case an Internet
Protocol stack, IP-stack. The layers of the IP-stack are a subset of those defined in the
OSI. The IP-stack layers are outlined in figure 2.5.
Application Layer Provides means for an application to access and
configure the communication stack to send and receive data. This type of
interface is generally called Application Programming Interface, API.
Transport Layer Provides data delivery services, containers to send and
receive data in. Two different protocols can be used in this layer; User
Datagram Protocol, UDP, or Transmission Control Protocol, TCP.

Routing Layer Establishes connections and routes data between systems.
The Internet Control Message Protocol, ICMP, is used by this layer to
fulfil its tasks.
Physical Layer Handles flow control of data between systems and has a
direct connection to the physical transfer medium.

Figure 2.5: IP-stack layers.

The main option for the application programmer when configuring an IP-stack is, apart
from the targets addresses, the use of either TCP or UDP. TCP provides a controlled
channel to the target. It makes sure that everything that is sent is delivered to the
recipient, and that it is delivered in the right order and without errors. To handle this,
TCP contains sequence numbers and timers to control sent data and retransmit when
data get lost. UDP lacks all this. There are no guarantees that data sent by UDP arrives
correct at the destination, or that it arrives at all. The control mechanisms of TCP create a
lot of overhead to the ‘useful’ data. In some applications, the security of TCP can be
traded for the lower bandwidth demanded by UDP. A relevant and illustrative example: a
truck is to send in its position to a server every minute via GPRS. Firstly, GPRS
bandwidth is limited and expensive, so we want to keep data sent to a minimum.
Secondly, the positioning data is of the kind “fire and forget”. If one positioning message
would get lost in the transfer, it would almost be outdated before it was resent, and the
lost data would have a marginal impact on the system. The choice here is UDP. Some
data integrity and flow control checks are usually implemented in higher level protocols
when using UDP.
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2.3 Global Positioning System, GPS
[Paragraph 2.3 is based on ref 3]
The Global Positioning System, GPS, was developed by the United States Department of
Defence during the seventies and eighties and became operational in 1993. The system
works in two parallel modes; one with higher precision that is encrypted and reserved for
US military, and one with less precision that is free to use by the public. An ordinary
civilian GPS has an accuracy of about 15 meters. The core of the GPS infrastructure
consists of 24 satellites in orbit (plus three used for backup) and a set of satellite tracking
stations around the world. The satellites send positioning data and system information to
users on earth. Each satellite transmits at two frequencies, one for civil and one for
military use.
2.3.1 Triangulation
GPS positioning is based on triangulation. A GPS receiver on earth first measures its
distance, R1, to one of the GPS satellites, S1. The receiver has then pinned its position
down to a sphere with radius R1 around S1. By repeating this procedure for two more
satellites the receiver has three spheres that intercepts in two points. One of these two
points can be discarded as being to far from the earth; the other interception point is the
receiver’s location. There is a fourth variable added to the three ‘room’ dittos: relative
time of the clocks in the satellites and receivers. Therefore a fourth satellite is required to
solve the equation. The reason for is described in more detail in the next paragraph.
2.3.2 Technical issues
For the positioning to have a meaning, the receiver must know where the satellites are
relative to the earth. The receiver also has to have some accurate way to measure
distance. The first problem is not so hard. Orbits of the satellites are stabile and can be
predicted with high accuracy by mathematical formulas. In addition to this, tracking
stations around the world monitor the satellites positions and update them when they are
off course. The satellites in turn, send correction data to the GPS receivers. The receivers
store the positions of the satellites and can then calculate satellite positions for the
coming time intervals, until the satellites send the next position update.
To measure distance, a given predefined pseudo random code is transmitted by the
satellite starting at a given time. At the same time, the receiver starts to generate the same
code. By correlation, the receiver then measurers the time offset between its own code
and that received from the satellite. The signal from the satellite is an electromagnetic
wave with finite speed, c. Multiplying the time offset, ∆t, of the two codes with c gives
the distance between satellite and receiver. Additional techniques, including measuring
the phase of the signal carrier, can be used to enhance precision.
The critical part of the distance measurement is timing, which must be extraordinarily
precise. If the two clocks of a satellite and a receiver are off by just 1 microsecond, the
error in distance measurement will be 300 m. The satellites use highly accurate atomic
clocks that keep the system ‘GPS-time’. To equip a receiver with an atomic clock would
make it very expensive. Instead, the receiver hosts an ordinary quartz clock which is
continuously set by the atomic clocks of the satellites. As mentioned above, three
dimensional positioning requires three ‘visible’ satellites, if all parts keep the same time.
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In practice, there is a fourth variable; the offset between the receiver clock and GPS-time.
To solve the equation, a total of four visible satellites are required. Four variables and
four equations, one for each satellite, gives a definite solution.
The requirement of four visible satellites is fulfilled 95 % of the time in all places around
the world. The probability is better in populated areas where usually six to eight satellites
can be spotted. Each satellite is called a channel. “Number of cannels” is a marketing
feature for GPS- receivers. A 6-channel receiver can monitor six satellites simultaneously,
making more precise positioning possible.
2.3.3 Error sources
The main limitation of GPS accuracy used to be the Selective Availability, SA. This was a
random bias applied to the civilian satellite signal by the US Department of Defence to
limit non-military accuracy. The SA was turned off in the year 2000, enhancing GPS
accuracy by a factor of 10. The main limiting factors of GPS accuracy today are path
errors. The satellite signal bounces on atmosphere and items in the receiver’s vicinity,
making the path travelled longer then the straight line assumed. A more severe limitation
is that the satellite signal can be completely blocked by buildings in “city canyons” or in
tunnels. The GPS signal, coming form a satellite in orbit, is very weak compared to, for
example, a GSM signal, making it very sensitive to blocking. This error can be partly
worked around with “dead reckoning” by use of accelerometers.
2.3.4 NMEA protocol
[Paragraph 2.3.4 is based on ref 4]
The de facto standard communication protocol to get positioning data from a GPS
receiver is developed and controlled by the US National Marine Electronics Association,
NMEA. The standard is aimed at marine electronics, and GPS communications is a
subset of it. The most common version, NMEA 0183, is quite simple and allows one
talker (in this case the GPS receiver) to send ASCII character ‘sentences’ to one or more
passive listeners, for example a navigation device.
Apart from the physical matters the standard defines a set of sentences to declare, for
example; position, current time, system status, etc. These are transmitted in a loop by the
talker. The sentences can be decoded by a compatible listener, (computer, PDA) which
can then process the data further. Below is an example of the NMEA sentence GLL,
Geographic Position – Latitude/Longitude.
1
2 3
4 5
6 7
8
|
| |
| |
| |
|
$--GLL,llll.ll,a,yyyyy.yy,a,hhmmss.ss,a,m,*hh
Field Number:
1) Latitude
2) N or S (North or South)
3) Longitude
4) E or W (East or West)
5) Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)
6) Status A - Data Valid, V - Data Invalid
7) FAA mode indicator (NMEA 2.3 and later)
8) Checksum
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2.3.5 Competing positioning systems
A global navigation system similar to GPS was developed in Russia in parallel with the
US development. The Russian system is called GLONASS, Global'naya Navigatsionnaya
Sputnikovaya Sistema. It was fully operational for a while in the mid nineties, but
declined along with Russian economy. The system is again gaining momentum, with
planned world coverage by 2010.
The European Union is developing their own navigation system, Galileo, with partners
including China and Israel. Galileo is planned to be operational in 2008. Both of these
systems provide roughly the same accuracy as GPS, but it will be some time after their
launch dates before the market for receivers is as developed as that for GPS. Because of
this, these systems will not be real competitors to GPS for a long time.
A different approach to positioning which is under development, is through GSMnetworks. It is based on a number of techniques involving radio frequency signal strength
from different GSM base stations. Coverage of the system is limited to GSM-network
coverage, and accuracy today is about 200 m in urban areas, decreasing to 4 km in rural
zones, compared to about 15 meters for an ordinary GPS.
The conclusion is that as of today and coming years, there are no real competitors to
GPS.

2.4 Controller Area Network, CAN
[Paragraph 2.4 is based on refs 5, 7 and 8]
The Controller Area Network, CAN, is a standard for a communication bus. It has focus
on robustness and communication with high message rate but only a few bytes of data
per message. This makes it ideal for embedded system with distributed intelligence, may it
be in a truck or a automated production line. The CAN bus’s wide use in (automotive)
industry today is also biased by the availability of very low cost protocol chips.
2.4.1 Physical layer
The CAN standard supports different physical layers for different bus speeds and
different levels of fault tolerance, with bit rates up to 1 Mbit/s. As for the wiring, it is
most common to use two balanced wires, called CAN_High and CAN_Low. The signal
level is defined as voltage difference between the two wires. This setup is more tolerant
to electromagnetic disturbances, EMC, than if the signal level would be measured with
respect to ground, see figure 2.6. Non-Return-to-Zero, NRZ, signalling is used, see figure
2.6. The standard does not use a central clock, instead each node synchronises on signal
level flanks. To ensure proper synchronization, that is, enough flanks to synchronize on,
bit stuffing is used to avoid long trains of equal bits in the NRZ coding scheme. The bus
has to be properly terminated by a resistor at each end to avoid reflections. The standard
does not specify any connectors to be used, but the 9-pin DSUB7 is very common.

7

A type of electrical connector
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Figure 2.6: CAN bus signalling.

Each bit of the CAN message is divided into segments. The resolution of the bit
segments is called quanta. The segments of the CAN bit is shown in the picture below.
Propagation delay compensates for propagation delay on the bus. Sync gives the node clock
time to resynchronise on low-to-high toggle. The synchronisation is done by adjusting
the lengths of Phase buffer 1 and Phase buffer 2 by an integer number of quanta. The
sampling of the bit is done after buffer one, then remains a margin, buffer two, of the bit.
This is outlined in the picture below.

Figure 2.7: CAN bit

2.4.2 Protocol layer
The basic data unit is called a message. A message roughly consists of an identifier plus
data. All messages are broadcast on the bus. Each node reads the identifier of all
messages and determines if the data is relevant to it or not. All nodes are obliged to
perform error checks and send 'Acknowledge'/'Not acknowledge' on all incoming data,
not just on messages that are relevant to the specific node. The error handling included in
the standard is extensive in order to attain robustness. It can silent erroneous nodes or
make them go off bus completely.
There are two versions of the CAN standard in use; CAN2.0A and CAN2.0B. The main
difference is in the length of the message identifier. 2.0A supports 11 bit identifiers,
giving 2000 unique message types, and 2.0B supports 29 bits giving 512 million message
types. 2.0B CAN controllers can handle 2.0A identifiers, but not the other way around.
Sending a message with a 29 bit identifier to a 2.0A device will generate errors. 2.0B
allows a more complex system at the price of more data overhead.
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Four kinds of messages can be sent over the CAN bus. Data is carried by Data Frames,
consisting of identifier and data. The Remote Frame is used to request data from another
node. It consists of an identifier but no data. The node ‘owning’ the identifier of a
Remote Frame will send a Data Frame which the requesting node can pick up. If a node
detects an error in a message it will send an Error Frame to notify all the other nodes. The
sender of the erroneous node will then try again. The Overload Frame is rarely used by any
CAN devices today. It was needed by the very first CAN-controllers available, to signal
that they need additional time to process the last message. CAN controllers of today have
better performances.
The CAN message is composed of different fields which are shown in figure 2.8.
Start of Frame - indicates the beginning of a message.
Message ID – Unique identifier for each type of message, also used for bus arbitration.
Remote Transmission Request – is used to distinguish between remote- and data
frame.
Control Field - contains bits to indicate properties of the message.
Data Field - zero to eight bytes containing the actual data.
CRC sequence - contains a checksum of the message. This is part of the error handling.
Ack - indicates that the transmission was successful.
End of Frame - indicates end of message.
Intermission Field – separates one message from the next.

Figure 2.8: Fields of a CAN message.
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The low bit is dominant on the CAN bus and the high is recessive. This means that if
two nodes start to transmit at the very same time with one node transmitting high, and
one low, the bus value will be low. This is used for bus arbitration. One of the most
appealing properties of the CAN standard is the non-destructive bus arbitration. When
two nodes want to transmit over the bus at the same time, arbitration determines who
gets to send. Each node transmitting on the bus is also listening to it at the same time.
Suppose the bus is available. Node A and node B start to transmit their identifiers at the
same moment. If node A sends a low bit and node B sends a high, the bus will go low
since low is dominant. Node B will sense that the bus value differs from the value it
transmits. B will immediately stop transmitting and become a listener. Node A will
continue to transmit as if nothing had happened. In this way, no time is wasted. This
arbitration scheme differs from for example an Ethernet network. When a collision is
detected in an Ethernet network, all nodes will go silent and then try to retransmit after
an arbitrary period of time. CAN bus arbitration is shown in the picture below.

Figure 2.9: CAN bus arbitration. Node 1, 2 and three starts to transmit at the same time,

As mentioned earlier, the error handling of the CAN standard is extensive. The standard
uses an elaborate scheme which gives points to erroneous send and receives of a node,
and submits points when successful. If a node gets more points for erroneous receives
than a given value, it will go error passive and not signal any errors it detects. This is to
avoid an erroneous node to destroy the bus traffic completely. If the node keeps
detecting errors after this it will go off line completely. The same thing will happen to a
node that sends to much erroneous data.
2.4.3 Higher layer protocols
If a more sophisticated system is to be interconnected with a CAN bus, higher level
protocols are desired on top of what is described in the previous paragraph. These could
for example provide methods for sending data blocks larger then 8 bytes, passing of node
parameters, transmission mechanisms etc. Instead of developing a new protocol for every
new application, a few standards have been passed. The two major protocols for
automation are CANopen, mainly used in Europe, and DeviceNet, mainly used in North
America. For commercial vehicles, the Society of Automotive Engineers, SAE, J1939
standard is in most widespread use. It does not only specify transmission control but also
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the content of messages to be sent. All variables relevant to a commercial vehicle are
defined with range, resolution, transmission rate and priority. J1939 utilise 29 bit
identifiers. The identifier is built up of a number of bit-field forms. These fields give the
properties of the following data field and at the same time determine arbitration. A flag in
the identifier signals if the message is aimed at a specific node. In that case the
subsequent bits give the address of the destination node. In this way, proprietary
messages can be sent on the bus to specific node(s) without the risk of being
misinterpreted by others as J1939 specified data. The J1939 identifier is shown in figure
2.10.

Figure 2.10: Fields of the CAN message identifier according to J1939.

Priority An eight level (0 high, 7 low) priority of the messages. CAN arbitration
continues
with the rest of the identifier.
r
Reserved Bit, must be set to zero.
DP
Data Page bit, serves as extension to the following PF field.
PF
PDU Format specifies communication services.
DA
Destination Address, used if the (proprietary) message is aimed at a specific
node.
GE
Group Extension, additional specification of broadcast messages.
SA
Source Address, address of sending node.
2.4.4 Fleet Management Services CAN standard
To promote the use of vehicle performance parameters in fleet management, the major
commercial vehicle manufacturers have agreed on a standard set of CAN data that should
be made available to third party developers. The messages of the standard are a subset of
the J1939. Parameters made available by the standard include odometer and fuel
consumption.
The ‘FMS Interface’ is the hardware part of the FMS standard and is specific to each
make of truck. It is a gateway between the CAN bus of the truck and third party devices.
The gateway has two tasks. The first is to transform whatever CAN protocol that the
manufacturer might use internally, so that the output complies with FMS standard. Its
second task is to work as a ‘diode’, or firewall, to prevent an external device from sending
data on the CAN bus. This could otherwise interfere with the systems of the truck and
cause fatal accidents. Third party devices may only listen to CAN data, never transmit. To
connect an external device to the CAN bus without an FMS gateway will void the
warranty.
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2.4.5 CAN hardware
The timing constraints of the CAN standard are very strict. The low level of the protocol
must be implemented in hardware. CAN controllers come from a number of producers
at very modest prices. The low price of a CAN controller has a substantial part in the
wide spread use of the standard. CAN controllers come with various levels of
‘intelligence’ from only moving data on and off the CAN bus, to producing memory
mapped mail boxes for specified messages. CAN controllers are also embedded into
microcontroller chips.

2.5 Input/Output
The following paragraphs gives a description of different input and output, IO, standards
supported by the modules that are relevant to the project.
2.5.1 RS232
[Paragraph 2.5.1 is based on ref 6]
The EIA232 standard, generally called RS-232, defines electrical and mechanical
properties of a serial data link. The standard does not define character encoding or bit
rates; these can be chosen by the application. Feasible bit rates do not exceed 256 kBit/s
due to the large voltage swing requirements of the signal. The first version of the
standard was released in 1969, and an RS-232 port was standard equipment on PCs until
the nineties. USB8 has now replaced RS-232 in the PC area because of its higher bit rate
and ability to supply current to the peripheral unit. An advantage of RS-232 is that it
requires less software support than USB, making it a good option for devices with limited
resources, where it is still in wide use. One case could for example be to connect a GPS
to a PDA. As mentioned above, a set back of the standard is that it defines a large voltage
swing. -15 ÷ -3 V for logic one and 3 ÷ 15 V for logic zero. This large swing limits the
maximum bit rate due to limited slew of the signal generator. Also, an ordinary TTL9 or
CMOS10 circuit can not produce these levels, so external level converters are required to
such a circuit. The standard defines 20 signals, but more common is a four signal plus
ground subset. It allows a full duplex link with flow control. A two signal plus ground full
duplex link without flow control is also common. The remaining signals are defined for,
for example, common clock and secondary data lines.
For historical reasons, the signals of the standard are labelled by a Data Terminal
Equipment, DTE, sending data to a Data Communicator Equipment, DCE. The DTE is
referring to a computer and the DCE is referring to a modem, which was the set up that
the standard was originally intended for. The 4 +1 signal sub set is:

8

Universal Serial Bus
Transistor-Transistor Logic
10 Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
9
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TD
RD
RTS
CTS

GND

Transmitted Data from DTE to DCE.
Received Data from DCE to DTE.
Request To Send.
Clear To Send.
In half duplex mode, RTS and CTS make a full handshake. In full duplex mode,
DCE transmits whenever RTS is high and DTE transmits whenever CTS is
high.
Common Ground (this might not be true if the signalling cable is long).

The two plus one signal implementation consists of TD, RD and GND.
2.5.2 Buses
Many of the GSM modules support Inter Integrated Circuit, I2C, and Serial Peripheral
Interface, SPI, buses. These buses are mainly intended for on-PCB, Printed Circuit
Board, use. They could come into practice in a design with a dedicated PCB to connect
e.g. a GPS receiver to the GSM-module and will therefore be describe briefly.
I2C is a multi-master bus invented by Philips. It features a simple flow control
mechanism. Signalling is done over two bidirectional wires for clock and data, and can in
the latest revision transfer data in rates up to 3.4 Mbit/s, with 100 and 400 Kbit/s being
more common. The standard uses 10 bit addressing, enabling up to 1000 unique nodes to
be pointed out on the bus, as long as the total bus capacitances don’t exceed 400 pF.
Since capacitance of a wire is proportional to its width and length, 1000 nodes might not
be possible in practice. The capacitance restriction also shows that the bus is not optimal
for off PCB communication, since cables tend to have relatively large capacitance.
SPI is another simple serial bus intended for use on PCB. It is a single master bus with
chip select instead of addressing. This makes it suitable for longer data streams from one
or a few slaves, rather then reading and writing many addressed nodes. SPI allows higher
data rates than I2C, 10 Mbit/s and more. SPI does not specify any acknowledgement or
flow control, so higher-level protocols have to be implemented by the user.
2.5.3 General input/output pins
All modules have a range of pins that can be used as either digital inputs or outputs. The
direction of the pins can also in some cases be configured in application software. This is
called General Purpose Input Output, GPIO. Digital pins could for example be used to
connect an alarm button to the module, or some indication Light Emitting Diodes,
LED’s. An output pin, in general, does not supply much current, so additional driving is
needed to drive the external item, e.g. LED.

2.6 Supported programming languages
[Paragraph 2.6 is based on refs 11 and 12]
Of the GSM-modules available, two support Java, one supports Python, one C and one
C++. Example code for the different modules can be found in appendix B. The
following paragraphs gives a short description of the supported programming languages.
This is to give the reader an idea of their characteristics. A vast literature exists for deeper
study.
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2.6.1 Java
The first public version of Java was released in 1995. It is a modern language which in
many ways simplifies the life of the programmer. It has automatic memory management,
garbage collection, so the programmer needs not to worry about memory leakage. It also
features good exception (error) handling. All this care of the programmer takes a lot of
system recourses though. Java code can not be as efficient as for example C, but is easier
to learn and write descent Java code.
Java Virtual Machine, JVM, is an environment for the Java code to run in. It makes a
standardized interface between java byte code and the hardware resources of a platform.
The JVM is custom made for each operating system and CPU that is to support Java.
Through this, any Java code will run on any platform, with some exceptions.
The JVM contains an interpreter that makes machine code out of the Java byte code at
run time. This could seem like a slow solution, but modern interpreters can perform as
well as for example C++ machine code, because the interpreter knows the target CPU.
This equal performance is true for desktop PC’s, but not completely the case for limited
resources platforms.
Java comes in different editions. Standard Edition, SE, for desktop PC environment,
Enterprise Edition, EE, for distributed execution, and Micro Edition, ME, for limited
resources platforms. The main difference to the programmer is in the Application
Programming Interface, API. Java ME only provides a fraction of the functionality built
into Java SE. Different profiles of the micro edition exist that specifies minimum
hardware recourses, for example the Connected Limited Device Platform, CLDP.
2.6.2 Python
The first version of Python was released in the early nineties. It is now developed by The
Python Software Foundation as an Open Source project. Although used for some
popular programs like the original BitTorrent tracker, Python is not as widely adopted as
the other languages in this review. Python is an interpreted language, meaning that it is
compiled at runtime. Unlike most mainstream languages, it is dynamically typed with no
predefinition of variables. Therefore, values, not variables carry type. This enables shorter
code, but is also a great error source. The feature takes some time to get used to if one is
used to for example Java programming. Python is designed with the intention of being
highly readable. To attain this it has a simple visual layout, English keywords instead of
punctuation, and fewer syntactic constructs than for example C. White space is used as
delimiter instead of brackets. Python is the only major language with this approach. This
enforces the indentation convention used in many other languages with the motivation of
making the language more readable. An example of this can be seen in Appendix B,
‘Example Code’. Space and tab indentations are interpreted differently at runtime. If they
are mixed they will generate errors. Since space and tab are visually similar, these errors
can be hard to detect when debugging.
The Python language is multi-paradigm, permitting several programming styles; object-,
functional- or structural- orientated. Exception handling is supported.
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2.6.3 C
C was developed in the early seventies. It is a low level language which gives the
programmer good control over the hardware recourses of a platform. It gives freedom
and responsibility, allowing optimized routines but also presents many pitfalls. More than
Java, it rather trusts than protects the programmer. C consists of the core language and
the standard library, which add additional functionality. In addition to the standard library
many free libraries exist which can be included to a project to prevent the wheel from
being reinvented. The source code is compiled to machine code that the CPU can
execute. C has low demands on the compiler, so it’s relatively easy to write a compiler for
a new platform. The features described here have made C popular for embedded systems.
Programming language development has progressed a lot since the seventies. Measured
by today’s standards, C is a primitive language which lacks for example automatic garbage
collection. It has therefore been abandoned for desktop application development where
processing power isn’t really an issue. For low level programming it still has a large role to
fill.
2.6.4 C++
C++ development begun in the early eighties as an extension to C and can be regarded as
a superset to it. Although the compatibility is not complete, most of what is true for C
applies to C++ as well. New features of C++ include support for object orientated
programming which facilitates the development of larger software projects. The many
other additions make C++ a vast language which can be hard to grasp.
2.6.5 AT-command
AT-command is not a general purpose programming language, but a way to control and
configure the baseband CPU of a GSM device. AT-commands are a set of Assembler
looking commands originally created to control dial-up point-to-point modems in the late
seventies. The transmitter in a GSM phone can be looked at as a modem communicating
over the GSM-network. The command set for the transmitter is regulated by the GSM
standard. The standard set is usually extended with additional commands that are device
specific. AT-commands are used to make and accept calls, manage the phonebook, send
SMS’es and a lot more. Some AT commands take very long time to execute because they
include the baseband CPU to poll the network. This should be considered when
programming a GSM-device with AT-commands.
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GSM-modems have been around for some 10 years. A GSM-modem is simply speaking a
mobile phone that has been stripped of its display and keyboard, leaving only the actual
radio device, control circuits and IO. The device can then be embedded into a product as
a communication link to cell-phone networks and onwards to the internet
During the past three-four years, an enhanced type of GSM-modem has emerged. They
will be called GSM-modules in this report11. The difference to an ordinary modem is that
the module allows the running of third party application code within the unit, eliminating
the need of an external controller. The GSM-modules also host internal IP-stacks,
making Internet access very easy. As of today there are modules available from half a
dozen producers. An example of what a GSM-module looks like is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Siemens TC65 module, original size [ref Siemens]

11

The GSM-module definition of this report is not widely agreed on. Some producers call simple modems
modules as well. There is no standardised name for a modem that allows embedded application software. The
term ‘GSM-module’ will be used for an embedded application modem in this report.
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3.1 General applications
GSM modules allow highly integrated embedded systems with Internet connectivity,
where component count can be kept to a minimum. They target products that need
connectivity with each other or a central server from remote locations. The main
property to keep in mind when designing a system where the intelligence is embedded
into a GSM-module is the limited CPU power and memory. Since the modules have
limited resources, their tasks should be kept simple and non-time-critical. Possible
applications include collecting and sending positioning information from a vehicle,
reporting stock of a vending machine, weather data from a weather station, etc.
In addition to the stand-alone mode, all modules evaluated in this report can also be
controlled by an external CPU, like a traditional GSM-terminal. The two different
architectures are shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Traditional architecture of a device with
GSM connectivity, compared with a GSM-module.

3.2 Hardware
A GSM module contains a baseband CPU that maintains the GSM/GPRS protocols. The
CPU communicates with a high frequency radio transceiver that modulates the signal
from the baseband CPU and transmits it into the ether. In difference to a GSM-terminal,
the module also provides means to execute third party application code. The application
could either be run on spare capacity in the module’s baseband CPU, or in a dedicated
application CPU.
The target applications of GSM-modules often include positioning. To meet this demand,
GSM-modules with internal GPS have been released. The GPS receiver chip is fitted into
the module and connected to the application CPU. In all released implementations, the
link in between the CPU and GPS is a RS-232 line and it decreases the number of
external serial ports of the module by one, compared to the respective models without
GPS.
The connector of the modules is either a ball grid array, BGA, or a multi pin board-toboard connector. A dedicated Printed Circuit Board, PCB, is then needed to use the
module. The PCB should contain proper IO connectors, peripheral circuitry such as RS232 level converters, and power supply. A GSM device has some particular powering
demands. Though its average power consumption is rather low, the unit can need up to
two ampere when transmitting in its time slot. This should be accounted for in the power
supply design.
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Developing a PCB takes time. To speed up prototyping, and to allow parallel hardware
and software development, all GSM-module producers provide test boards for their
models. These boards offer complete support for a module, so that the application
programmer can start to work at once. The test board of Aplicom A12 is shown in figure
3.3 as an example.

Figure 3.3: Aplicom A12 test board [ref Aplicom]

3.3 Software
Programming languages supported in GSM-modules studied in this report are Java, C,
C++ and Python. Some language characteristics are presented in paragraph 2.6 and
example code for the different modules can be found in appendix B. All standard API’s
of the different languages have been modified to some extent. Features have been
removed due to the small recourses of the GSM-module platform, or features have been
added to adapt to the module hardware.
The main characteristic of the modules programming environments is the limited
recourses. Execution performance is not real time but rather quite slow and program size
and memory utilization must be kept to a minimum to fit in a module. Both single
threaded and multi threading application environments exist, depending on the device.
Many manufacturers also provide a PC emulator for their modules. This enables software
debugging on a PC which facilitates the development process.

3.4 Remote update
Remote update is a way to update application code from a remote location by
downloading new code and replacing the old one. In the case of GSM-modules, this is
also called Over The Air, OTA update, since the new code is downloaded wirelessly.
Most modules of the review of this report support remote update of application code. An
update could be required to change the use of the module, or to correct a bug in the
application code. To update a large fleet of trucks spread over a vast geographical area by
‘cable’ is very costly. Remote update could be risky though, if the device accidentally ends
up in some deadlock state and can’t be accessed. Mechanisms for the remote update
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procedure differ between the modules. A significant difference is whether the data bearer
is CSD or GPRS. CSD requires a GSM modem at the update administrator, while GPRS
uses standard internet connection.

3.5 Producers
Producers with GSM-modules available in sample- or production- quantities today
[060131] include: Aplicom, Telit, Siemens, Sony Ericsson and Wavecom. In addition to
this, Motorola claims to have a module ready in sample quantities by the end of 2006.
Sagem have GSM terminals with an internal IP-stack, but no embedded execution at the
moment. There is also one or two smaller actors on the market. With the market for
machine-to-machine, m2m, communication gaining momentum, it is likely that more cell
phone producers, or their partners, will launch GSM-modules in the years to come. In
contrast to this, the market is also open for consolidation. This is discussed further in
chapter 6.
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Chapter 4 will review GSM-modules on the market with respect to the requirements of
this project. The review was made in early 2006. Modules released later than this have not
been studied. An update of available modules today [061218] is given in paragraph 6.2.1.
The descriptions of the different modules depend on how extensive the respective
module documentation is, and how easy it has been to acquire additional info from the
sales and support organisations. Therefore, not all modules are covered to the same
extent, and not always on the same issues. The focus has been on parameters relevant to
the requirements of this project in order to get a more condensed report. Features like
noise reduction of speech (which all modules have support for) have therefore been left
out. Readers interested in these aspects are referred to the modules documentation. The
documents that this review is based on are listed in the references. They can be acquired
either from the respective manufacturer’s web pages or their sales agents.

4.1 Data table
A standard table of key features has been have put together for fast comparison of the
modules. The outline is as follows:
Programming language:
The supported language for embedded applications.
Program- and datamemory for embedded software: All models in the review use combined data and program
memory.
RAM for embedded software:
Supported protocols:
UDP, TCP etc.
Interfaces:
Number of RS-232, I2C, etc.
Temperature range [°C]:
Since the modules will be used in automotive
environment, their temperature working range is
critical.
Supply voltage [V]:
GSM band:
Supported frequency bands
GPRS class:
As described in paragraph 2.1.2
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All modules are of size about 5*7*0.5 cm or less. Size has not been considered size a
critical parameter for this project. All modules except Wavecom Q2501B comply with
the EU RoHS directive, Restriction of Hazardous Substances in Electrical Equipment.
(Commercial vehicles are exempted from this restriction for the time being)

4.2 Aplicom A12
Aplicom is based in Espoo, Finland, with Data Respons as Swedish sales agent. Aplicom
started as a spin-off from Nokia in 1990. They specialise in vehicle telematics and m2m
platforms. When Nokia decided not to continue their m2m branch, Aplicom bought the
rights of Nokia’s N12-module and renamed it A12.
4.2.1 Data table
Programming language:
Memory available for embedded software:
RAM available for embedded software:
Supported protocols:
Interfaces:
Temperature range [°C]:
Supply voltage:
GSM band
GPRS class

J2ME IMP
1 Mbyte combined DM and TM
(Application size is limited to 128 Kbyte)
256 Kbyte
TCP, UDP, CORBA, NMEA
3x RS232, one general purpose, one for
NMEA and one
for programming,
17* GPIO
+15 ÷ +35, normal -25 ÷ +55 extreme
3.6 ÷ 4.0
900/1800
10

4.2.2 Software
A12 has an integrated runtime environment for Java 2 Micro Edition, as described in
paragraph 2.6.1. Aplicom has added platform specific tasks, like GPS interface, to the
J2ME API. The Java engine is run on an ARM7 core CPU. It allows multiple threads and
has no explicit limitation on the number, but the amount of RAM will limit it.
The A12 has 1 MB of memory, but no application on the module can be bigger then 128
Kbyte. Instead, the module can store multiple applications, but only one application can
be running at any given time. Start/stop of applications is done either by the application
itself or from a server.
The A12 has an implementation of CORBA. This is an interpreter interface standard that
wraps an object written in one language with additional info, so that it can be called by
code written in some other (supported) language. It is used on the A12 instead of ATcommands to provide services to set and get different properties of the module. This set
up allows both the module itself and a remote part to control the features of the module.
The performance of the module is dependent on the data transmission activity. Aplicom
does not provide any ratings of module performance; they only state that resources are
limited. Since Java is not intended as a real time language it is not suitable for time critical
tasks.
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Ports and wireless connections can be configured either via a PC by a provided graphical
interface, in application code or over the air. New software can be downloaded to the
module either through an RS232 link or over the air by CSD as bearer.
The A12 comes with an SDK that includes an emulator. The emulator simulates most of
the A12’s features on a PC. It uses the PC’s IP-stack and serial port as if they were on the
A12, making software debugging possible without the necessity to download the code to
a physical module. The emulator has no execution control, i.e. no possibility to single step
code.
4.2.3 GPS
As stated in the project requirements, a primary task for the project module is positioning
with use of a GPS. NMEA sentence handling is therefore a key feature. The A12 has a
specific Java interface for the NMEA protocol. A dedicated serial port can be configured
for GPS data and is then connected to an internal NMEA interpreter. In this
configuration, GPS data can be conveniently collected by an application through a GPS
data object. For example, to get the modules latitude in degrees from a GPS data object,
the following syntax is used:
String lattitude = gpsData.position.lat.degrees;

The internal handling of GPS data to the Java module is done with a CORBA interface.

4.3 Siemens TC65
The German industrial giant Siemens also has a division for mobile communication,
Siemens Wireless Modules, which has been developing m2m products over the past
years. Siemens has some modules of interest in their product range. The TC65 is a GSMmodule supporting Java embedded applications. It is Siemens second generation GSMmodule, successor of the TC45, which is being phased out. Siemens also has a module
with internal GPS, XT55, but this module does not support any embedded applications
but requires an external controller. For this project, the TC65 will be studied.
4.3.1 Data table
Programming language:
Program and data
memory for embedded software:
RAM for embedded software
Supported protocols:
Interfaces:
Temperature range:
Supply voltage:
GSM band
GPRS class

Java micro edition
1.7 Mbyte
400 Kbyte
TCP, UDP, HTTPS
2x RS232, 10x IO, I2C, SPI, USB 2.0
-30 ÷ +70 normal / -40 ÷ 85 storage
3.2 ÷ 4.5 V
850/900/1800/1900
12
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4.3.2 Hardware
The Java engine and embedded application is run in an ARM7 core CPU. It should be
mentioned that the USB port of the module is only a slave. The module could not be
used to control e.g. a USB memory.
4.3.3 Software
TC65 has an integrated runtime environment for Java 2 Micro Edition as described in
paragraph 2.6.1. Siemens has added API for AT-commands, IO and file system. The file
system is flash based and can be viewed from Windows Explorer when the module is
connected to a PC. GPIO, SPI and I2C are controlled by AT-commands through a parser
interface. All other features are controlled by ‘real’ Java methods. The data flow of
software running in the module is shown in figure 4.1.
The API for AT-commands are of the kind;
atc.send(string, connect_list)

is the AT-command to be sent. If the connect_list argument is omitted,
execution of the Java code is interrupted until the command has been processed by the
baseband processor and it has returned a response. With the connect_list argument,
the AT-command is non-blocking. Execution of Java code continues until the baseband
CPU returns a response to the AT-command. The user specified methods of connect_list
contains code that then deals with the response, like a call-back. This feature is good for
AT-commands that take some time to execute, and the execution of Java code can’t wait.
Much of what can be done by AT-commands can also be done by standard Java API, but
GPIO, SPI, I2C and trigging of OTA update, can only be done by AT-commands.
string

The Java code is compiled just-in-time, with the most frequently executed parts
transferred into machine code and stored in RAM. This feature increases execution speed
but takes up space in the 400 KB of RAM available to embedded applications. The Java
engine allows multiple threads.
Performance of the module while connected to the network is about 45000 jPS, java
statements per second. This value was obtained by Siemens for specific test cases and
should only be considered an estimate. Siemens has measured maximal throughput
RS232 -> GPRS to 20 Kbit/s, using three parallel GPRS channels (compared to a
theoretical max of 36 Kbit/s over three channels).
The module comes with a software development toolkit that can be integrated into
common java development environments, like Eclipse. It contains an emulator for ondevice debugging. A TC65 module is connected to a PC by either RS-232 or USB. The
program to be debugged is executed on the TC65 module and the emulator allows
execution control from e.g. Eclipse.
New software can be downloaded to the module either through a RS232- or USB-cable,
or over the air. TC65 implements a Java standard for remote update. The update
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procedure is triggered by either an incoming SMS, or by the module issuing a specific
AT-command. New software is then downloaded over HTTP12 on either CSD or GPRS.
As for security, the module has support for TLS 1.0 and HTTPS for data transfer. A root
certificate can be stored in the module to restrict which applications that can be executed.
If the module has a root certificate, only Java files with a correct signature will be
executed.

Figure 4.1:

Data flow of the Siemens TC65 [ref Siemens].

4.3.4 GPS
The TC65 has no special hardware or software support for GPS. To get that
functionality, the module should communicate by one of the two RS-232 ports with an
external GPS and an NMEA interpreter should be implemented in Java software.

4.4 Telit GM862-GPS
Telit is based in Trieste, Italy, with Arrow and Round Solutions as Swedish sales agents.
Telit has developed cellular based products since the mid eighties. Their product ranges
today include both GSM handsets and modules. Their most suitable module for this
project is the GM862-GPS. It has an embedded Python script interpreter for embedded
applications and a GPS receiver.

12

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
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4.4.1 Data table
Programming language:
Program- and datamemory for embedded software:
RAM for embedded software
Supported protocols:
Interfaces:
Temperature range [°C]:
Supply voltage [V]:
GSM band
GPRS class

Python, version 1.5.2+
3 Mbyte combined PM and DM
1.5 Mbyte (shared with Python interpreter engine)
TCP, UDP, FTP
RS232, 13x IO, SPI, I2C
-10 ÷ +55, normal / -30 ÷ +80, extreme
3.4 ÷ 4.2
850/900/1800/1900
10

4.4.2 Hardware
The application code of the Telit modules is run as a single thread in the baseband CPU.
This is a cost efficient solution, but decreases performance since the baseband CPU’s
main priority is to keep the GSM protocol. For example IO operations of an application,
that need not to interfere with the radio unit at all, now has to compete with it for
resources.
The GM862-GPS has only one external RS232 port. With RS232 being the preferred link
to a CAN-bus interface, this single port will be dedicated to CAN. The port is a ‘full’ 9pin RS-232, but no flow control is available when the module is in the Python script
mode, and the hardware buffer of the port is only 256 bytes.
The module features an internal SIM-card reader. This eliminates the need for an external
one, but gives constraints on module placement in a housing box, so that the SIM-card
slot can be accessed. The module is connected to the PCB trough a 50 pin board to
board connector. The module is also available in a version with ball grid array connector,
and no internal SIM-card reader.
If the module is installed in accordance with Telit instructions, no further approvals on
EMC or radio spectrum are needed.
4.4.3 Software
The GM862-GPS supports Python Scripts. Telit chose the Python language because it is
high level and open source, i.e. no royalties to be included in the module price, and the
interpreter engine takes less resources than a Java engine. The script and the interpreter
have 1.5 MB of RAM available. Script and data files can be written and read on a single
level file system with a total size of 3 MB. Figure 4.2 shows the software environment of
the module. The Python script is run as a thread in the baseband CPU. It has the lowest
priority, allowing all other tasks to interrupt it. This ensures proper operation of the
GSM/GPRS protocol but reduces the application performance. Telit has removed
substantial parts of the Python API to ease the requirements of the interpreter engine.
Some specific features have also been added for control of the hardware in the module:
GPS, serial port, timers and IP connectivity. The module can only keep a single IP socket
open at a time. Most of the Telit added API is based on AT-commands which are sent to
the GSM baseband CPU through a virtual serial link. The CPU in turn, handles the
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hardware. All commands are blocking, and the script is run in a single thread. ATcommands that need information from the network may take a long time to execute
(many seconds). This must be taken into account in the design. Below is an example of
API for AT-handling;
a = MDM.send(string, timeout)
string is the AT-command to send to the BB and timeout is the time to wait for the
command to be executed. The function returns 1 if the send was successful and -1 if it
failed.
b = MDM.receive(timeout)

Returns a string; the result from the previously executed command. The return is an
empty string if nothing was received before timeout.
Software can be debugged either in an emulator or directly on the module when it’s
connected to a hyper terminal of a PC. All Python outputs and error messages can then
be viewed in a Terminal window. New code can be downloaded to the module through a
serial link from a PC, or over the air. If OTA is used, the new application can be
downloaded by FTP and stored in the memory. The present application then simply sets
the new application as “start app” and reboots the module.
As for security, the module has a simple firewall. An application can specify which IP
addresses that are allowed to be connected to the module, and all others are blocked. The
module also has a GSM jamming detection. GSM jamming could be used at theft to
prevent an alarm to be sent. The jamming detection could be used to trigger a siren.

Figure 4.2: Software environment of the Telit GM862-GPS [ref Telit].

4.4.4 GPS
As mentioned above, the GM862 module is available with an internal 20 channel GPS.
This facilitates the use of GPS data in applications. Provided Python API based on ATcommands communicates with the GPS-module through the GSM baseband processor.
This eliminates the need for connecting the GSM-module to an external GPS and making
them work together. The GPS supports the NMEA frames RMC, GGA, VTG, GSA and
GSV.
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4.5 Wavecom Q2501B
Wavecom is based in Issy-les-Moulineaux near Paris, France, and they have Acal as
Swedish sales agent. Wavecom has developed wireless terminals and modules since its
foundation in 1993. Their product range today includes modules and terminals for m2m,
PDA and mobile computing. The Wavecom product line of modules for the m2m
market is called Wismo Quick. All models share the same development environment, but
support different wireless communication standards and have different processing power.
The most suitable module for this project in their range is the Wismo Quick Q2501B
since it hosts an internal GPS.
4.5.1 Data table
Programming language:
Program- and datamemory for embedded software:
RAM for embedded software:
Supported protocols:
Interfaces:
Temperature range:
Supply voltage:
GSM band:
GPRS class:

C++
512 Kbyte
128 Kbyte
TCP, UDP
2x RS232, 2x SPI, 6 GP IO
-35 ÷ +85 operation, -40 ÷ +85 storage
3.6
900/1800
10

4.5.2 Hardware
The application code is executed on an ARM7 core CPU at 54 MHz. According to
Wavecom this gives 1.5 Mega Instructions Per Second, MIPS, for the application at full
rate GPRS transfer, 5 MIPS at idle GPRS and 6 MIPS in disconnected mode. The CPU
frequency can be stepped down to 32 KHz in a low power mode.
4.5.3 Software
The Wavecom software development environment for embedded applications is called
OpenAT. It is based on C++ and can be integrated into Microsoft Visual C++ .NET.
The platform is used for all Wavecom m2m modules that allow embedded software.
OpenAT is also the name of the Wavecom operating system, OS, run in their modules.
This OS supports multi tasking and the user can specify stack size for each individual
task. Much of the processing is done through call backs. The OS gives different notations
to the application through registered call back functions, and many function calls deliver
their response as a call back when they have been executed. The API has functions to use
the most common features of the module. More rare tasks are controlled through ATcommands. The OS and it’s applications have separate RAM areas, guarded by the
module. Any attempt to violate this causes a reboot. The module also has a watchdog
timer that reboots the module after eight seconds if it has entered a dead lock state.
Application software can be debugged through Microsoft Visual Studio. When
debugging, the application is executed on the developers PC and a parser sends ATcommands to a connected module over a serial line. This setup emulates the embedded
application behaviour, and allows full execution control; single step, break points etc.
This setup also eliminates the need to download the code to the module for each new
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iteration. As is implied by this, the module can also be fully controlled by an external
processor through AT-commands.
New software can be downloaded through a serial cable, USB, or over the air. The
module has two sets of memories to allow OTA update, A and B. A new application is
downloaded by for example File Transfer Protocol, FTP, to the memory block that is not
currently used (A). After a successful download, the module is rebooted with the memory
block of the new application as “executing memory”. This is shown in figure 4.3. The
routine for handling the OTA procedure has to be written by the application developer.
The entire operation system of the module can also be updated over the air.

Figure 4.3: DOTA procedure

4.5.4 GPS
The Q2501B hosts an internal 16-channel GPS. API is added to the Open-AT
environment for embedded application control of the GPS. An application can register a
call back function with the GPS that is called at a specified interval. The call back takes a
pointer to a GPS data structure as argument. The application can also ask for the current
GPS data struct, once a call back has been registered. Below is an example code of how
to acquire the current latitude of the module.
s8 adl_gpsGetPosition ( u8 Handle, adl_gpsPosition_t, *Position);
ascii lat = Position->latitude;

4.6 Sony Ericsson GA64
Sony Ericsson’s m2m segment was bought by Wavecom in Mars 2006. This short
description is included for comparison only. Sony Ericsson’s modules are not
recommended for new design.
Sony Ericsson, SE, released their second generation of GSM-modules, labelled Gx64,
during 2006. The former generation; GM47-48, was aimed at very simple applications not
bigger than 50 kB. The new -64 series claims to boost more performance and comes in
various editions. The GA64 is aimed at the automotive industry with extended
temperature range and ruggedness.
The Gx64 series specifications were just being released at the time of this study, no
detailed information on embedded applications was available either from SE’s web pages
or from their sales representatives.
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The SE product roadmap for 2006 shows a GA64 with internal GPS, but this might be
overruled now with Wavecom’s take over.
4.6.1 Data table
Programming language:
Program- and datamemory for embedded software:
RAM for embedded software:
Supported protocols:
Interfaces:
Temperature range:
Supply voltage:
GSM band:
GPRS class:

C
256 Kbyte
To be decided by SE
TCP, UDP, FTP
2x RS232, USB, SPI, 2x GPIO,
-40 ÷ +85 operational and storage
5V
850/900/1800/1900
10

4.6.2 Software
The -64 series of SE modules has a script interpreter for a SE specification of C. In their
“Gx64 Integrators Manual” SE states: “Code cannot be ported directly from an existing
application and loaded directly onto the wireless modem. It must be re-written in the
Sony Ericsson Mobile script language so that the wireless modem interpreter can
function correctly.” No documents on the “Mobile script language” could be obtained
from SE at the time of this report. The embedded application is run on spare capacity in
the baseband CPU. The 256 kB PM can store a maximum of two scripts, of which one
can be active. RAM is shared with the other units in the module, with the embedded
application having low priority. The GSM unit can be stopped by the application to
increase its ‘off-line’ performance. The documentation of the module states that the OTA
update is supported, but with no details on the procedures.

Figure 4.4: Architecture of the Sony Ericsson GA64 [ref Sony Ericsson].
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4.7 Motorola G24
As of today, Motorola has no GSM-module available. A new module, G24, is scheduled
for sample quantities in the fall of 2006. Some preliminary documentation has been
released. Parts of it is include here for reference.
4.7.1 Data table
Programming language:
Program- and datamemory for embedded software:
RAM for embedded software:
Supported protocols:
Interfaces:
Temperature range [°C]:
Supply voltage [V]:
GSM band:
GPRS class:
Support for OTA update.

Java Micro Edition
> 1 Mbyte combined PM and DM
256 Kbyte
TCP, UDP
2x RS232, USB slave, 2x GPIO
-20 ÷ +70, operation / -40 ÷ +85 storage
3.3 ÷ 4.2
850/900/1800/1900
10

Figure 4.5: Hardware architecture of the Motorola G24 [ref Motorola].
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5 Prototype implementation

The second half of the project was dedicated to implementing a prototype for the GSM
module concept. For reasons discussed in chapter 6.1.6, Aplicom A12 was chosen as
platform. An A12 starter kit was ordered from Data Respons, Aplicom’s Swedish sales
agent. The package included an A12 module, a test board with IO and power, an antenna
and PC software. The complete prototype also featured a GPS and a CAN bus
connectivity. These parts were taken from Scania supply. A subset of Scania’s FMS
functionality was chosen to implement and the needed Java code was written. Finally, the
parts were fitted into a box and tested in a truck.
Unfortunately, at a late state of this study, the prototype was stolen from the truck it was
mounted in at a break in at Scania’s facilities in Södertälje. No pictures had been taken of
the box, so only schematic drawings will be shown in this report.

5.1 Software
The open source Integrated Development Environment, IDE Eclipse was used to
develop the module’s software. An Ant script was used in conjunction with Eclipse. The
simple script linked included libraries and verified the code. The result was a Java archive
file that could be downloaded over a serial line to the module. The Ant script also utilised
an obfuscator. Obfuscating of code is often done to prevent reverse engineering in order
to protect intellectual property rights. In the case of J2ME it is done in order to decrease
program size by restructuring the code to a less readable but more condensed format.
The obfuscating process decreased the size of the programs by about 30 percent. The
Ant script seemed to lock for a while at some point during its processing. It happened
randomly and was quite annoying since it delayed work. The reason was never found out.
Aplicom supplied a PC software for the module called “A12 configurator”. It could be
used to set various variables such as SIM PIN code and port attributes, and for
downloading application software. All settings that could be made by the configurator
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could also be done in application code, but since many of them are static in the
application, I found it easier to use the configurator.
5.1.1 A12 emulator
Aplicom supplies a software that can emulate most of the A12 functionality on a PC.
This facilitates application software development. Application code run in the emulator
will use the Windows IP stack and the serial port of the PC to communicate with the
outside world just as it will use the A12 ditto when run in the module. The emulator
however, is a buggy product. It could for example never be made to write to the serial
port of the PC during the prototype development, only read from it. Posts on the A12
developers’ forum gave more examples on this. Therefore it was not used much. Many
algorithms could be debugged in Eclipse, but all code using the hardware resources of the
module, and all integration, had to be debugged within the actual module. Since the
process of downloading and enabling the code in the module took some time, this slowed
down the development significantly.

5.1.2 Server protocol
Scania uses a proprietary protocol on UDP for wireless communication between truck
and server [ref 10]. Data on this protocol has the general structure of a header followed by
a message. The transferred data is encrypted.
As described in the paragraph about GPRS, IP addresses of GPRS devices are assigned
dynamically by the network operator. The Scania server can not be sure of the truck’s IP
address. Therefore, all communication is initiated by the truck. The truck device sends a
‘ping’ message, and if the server has some data for the device, this is sent in reply. The
very first time a unit is switched on, it does not know which server and port to
communicate with, and, as said before, the server does not know the IP address of the
device. The solution is to use an SMS for initialisation. Scania sends out a configuration
SMS to the phone number of the device containing server information and other
environmental parameters. The unit then starts to communicate with the server by UDP
over GPRS. UDP has no data integrity control so the protocol contains checksums and
‘Acknowledge’/’Not acknowledge’ of transmitted messages.
The protocol also specifies SMS fallback. Since GPRS is a non mandatory extension to
the GSM network, it might not be fully deployed in an operator’s network. To maintain
operation in areas without GPRS coverage, the Scania protocol specifies fallback to SMS.
If the module can not send a message over UDP, it tries to send it by SMS instead. SMS
communication is much more expensive than GPRS, so sending of periodic messages by
SMS is done at a much lower rate. This rate is defined by the initial configuration SMS.
5.1.3 Implemented functionality
The module implements fundamentals of the Scania server protocol for FMS, like data
encoding, message structures and flow control. In addition to this, the following features
are supported:
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Configuration SMS
The module supports configuration SMS’es described in the server protocol paragraph,
5.1.2, of this report. Settings contained in the SMS are stored in the Non Volatile
Memory, NVM, of the module. If the settings are to be changed, the server simply sends
out a new SMS and the old settings are over-written.
Current Status
The Current Status message is the foundation of the vehicle follow-up. It contains
various parameters of the truck, plus its geographical position. The message is sent
periodically at a rate specified in the configuration SMS.
Geo Fence Alarm
Geo Fence can be used to detect theft and unauthorised driving. A user can specify an
‘allowed’ geographical area on a map at the Scania FMP website. The definition is then
sent to the FMS device in the truck. If the truck moves out of the defined area the device
sends an alarm to the server. The Geo Fence area is specified as a pentagon. The idea of
the algorithm for checking whether the truck is outside or within the pentagon works as
follows:
A point p is chosen in the plane according to the position of the truck.
A line L is extended from that point to infinity in an arbitrary direction.
If the line crosses the pentagon border an odd number of times, the point is within the
pentagon. If the number of crossings is even, the point is outside the pentagon. ‘zero’ is
considered an even number. See examples in the figure below.

Figure 5.1: Examples of pentagons and positions.
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The Geo Fence implementation is not complete. The algorithm described above takes
cartesian coordinates; x, y. The implementation use spherical coordinates; latitude and
longitude, straight from the GPS without conversion. The mapping from
latitude/longitude- to cartesian representation is an elaborate scheme. The conversion
was considered out of the scope of this thesis. This simplified implementation worked
with acceptable accuracy for a set of test cases around the Scania office in Kista. See
reference 13 for detailed description of coordinate transformation.
Intrusion Alarm
The module has a push button for intrusion alarming. The button is connected to a
digital input of the module. The triggering could just as well be done by some theft
detection or other electronics in the truck. When the alarm button is pressed, a red LED
on the module starts to blink. If the button is pressed for a consecutive time of more
then 15 seconds, the LED is ON and the module sends an alarm message to the server
containing its position. Another LED lights up when the alarm message is sent and yet
another one when an acknowledge is received from the server. The LED’s are kept on
for 30 minutes.
SMS Fallback
When there is no GPRS coverage, the device switches to SMS communication according
to the Scania protocol.

5.2 Hardware
The core of the prototype hardware was the Aplicom N12 module, described in
paragraph 4.2. It was used with a development board provided by Aplicom. The test
board gave the module power management and proper IO connectors. (The module
itself has a single 60-pin board to board connector) The prototype required some
additional hardware to the GSM module to get CAN access, GPS data and driver
interaction. The driver interaction is kept at a minimum; only an alarm button, plus status
LED’s for the alarming process was used. The hardware were fitted in a suitable box
measuring about 15 by 9 by 5 centimetres. A RS-232 Tx connector for trace printouts
was attached along with a programming port, power supply and connectors for CAN
bus, GPS dongle and GSM antenna. A schematic is shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Hardware architecture of the project prototype.

5.2.1 A12 development board
The A12 module has a 60-pin board to board connector containing all its connections to
the outside world. To speed up software prototyping, Aplicom supplies a test board PCB
which the module can be mounted on.
The powering part of the A12 test board has a voltage regulator permitting 8-40 V input
voltage, adjusting it to the preferred 3.8 V. This suits the trucks 12 V power well. A set of
capacitors make sure that the module can get up to 2 Ampere during GSM send bursts.
As for IO connectors, the board has pins for each digital and analogue input/output of
the A12. Each pin has also got a status LED indicating the pin level; hi/lo. Three DB9
connectors for each of the A12 serial ports are supplied along with level converters from
the modules CMOS levels to RS-232 standard. Each serial port also features two LED’s
signalling Tx and Rx traffic. The board has connectors to a voice handset to utilize the
cell phone features of the module but these were never use in this project. Finally the
board has a MMCX connector for a GSM antenna.
5.2.2 CAN interface
A CAN-to-RS232 interface developed by Scania was used to give the module access to
the CAN bus. The interface roughly consists of a Mitsubishi micro controller unit that
has a CAN controller and a RS232 port. The serial line in between the interface and the
GSM module is a full duplex RS-232 at 19200 bps with no flow control. The interface is
configured by the module at every start up through a simple protocol [ref 9]. The module
states which CAN messages the interface should let through from the CAN bus to the
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serial line, and at which rate. After the setup, the module commands the interface to open
its CAN port. The interface extracts the data from incoming, earlier specified, CAN
messages and relays it along with an identifier to the GSM module until the module tells
it otherwise.
The CAN interface was developed for an earlier PDA based Scania product. The bit rate
on the RS-232 cable of that product was limited to 19200 bps for data integrity reasons.
The possibility to set the transmission rate of CAN messages over the serial line is a way
to reduce the high update frequency of some CAN messages to an adequate level for the
product, and to save bandwidth. In addition to this, the interface replaces the 29 bit
header of incoming messages with an eight bit identifier defined in the setup. Since the 29
bit header constitutes about 30 percent of the data of a CAN messages this also saves
major bandwidth.
The module will only listen to data on the CAN bus, never transmit. A Scania FMS
interface was connected in between the CAN input of the prototype and the CAN-toRS232 interface. This gave security as explained in 2.4.4.
The methods for receiving and processing CAN data in the module were developed on a
PC to avoid the slow process of downloading every new software version to the module
for debugging. During this development the application used the Windows RS-232 API
instead of that for the A12. Both a simulator that played recorded CAN-data and a USB
to CAN interface from IXXAT were used during development to feed CAN data to the
prototype. In conjunction with the USB-to-CAN a Scania software to generate FMS
messages was used. Through this setup the modules CAN handling could be debugged
thoroughly before putting it in the A12 and later putting the A12 in a Truck.
5.2.3 GPS receiver
For GPS, a combined receiver and antenna dongle was used. It was connected to the
module by a cable that contained a RS232 NMEA sentences wire and powering for the
GPS. The GPS data wire was connected to the NMEA enabled serial port of the A12
evaluation board with no flow control. The GPS could be fed with 8 to 40 volts, so the
power wire was connected to the prototype’s power input.

5.3 Test
The following paragraph gives results from some basic tests made on the A12 and the
prototype application. The test results are discussed in chapter 6, Conclusions and future
work.
5.3.1 CPU time
The prototype used multiple threads. The threads execute and then sleep for a defined
period of time before repeating in an infinite loop. To have some measurement of CPU
utilisation, I measured the number of loops for each thread during 10 minutes of
operation. The number of loops for a thread was multiplied with the defined period slept
in each loop, and divided by the total time measured, equation 1. This gave that the CPU
was working for about 20 % of the time and idle for 80 %.
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∑

threads j

( Number Of Loops j ∗ Time Slept Per Loop j )
Duration

(eq. 1)

5.3.2 Missed CAN messages
Data from the CAN interface come on a serial line without flow control. The prototype
application only used two types of CAN messages. A commercial FMS platform would
use many more. To test the modules capability to handle the data, the full set of FMS
CAN messages was enabled from the interface. Data rate to the module was then around
10 Kbps. The test showed that CAN-data did accumulate during the receive of a UDP
message from the server; the module could not process in real time. But by allowing a big
enough buffer for incoming serial data, the module could swallow it all and process it
with some delay when the server message had been handled.
The A12 API method for reading serial data from the hardware buffer occasionally gave
exceptions. Catching every CAN message is not crucial for a FMS platform application
since the messages in the FMS standard repeat with high frequency with slow changes in
parameter values between the messages. The behaviour is not in the modules favour
though.
5.3.3 Memory usage
In picture 5.3 is a plot of available heap memory. The values are sampled frequently
during the setup phase of the program and thereafter every 30 seconds. The plot shows
big jumps in the amount of available memory, and that it is as low as 5 Kbyte at one
point.
Java has automatic allocation and deallocation of dynamic memory. The deallocation
frees memory blocks that are no longer in use. Deallocation could either be invoked
periodically or when the amount of available memory goes below a threshold value. The
deallocation configuration for the A12 was not found in its documentation. The
threshold case would explain the memory behaviour. If deallocation is run periodically
the plot shows that the memory size is not big enough for the application.
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Figure 5.3: Memory usage. Available memory is sampled frequently during the setup phase and thereafter
every 30 seconds.

5.3.4 Power consumption
The A12 module and test board consumed 20-30 mA at 24 V; 0.5-0.7 W, depending on
workload and transmission rate. The module has no special low power mode. The entire
prototype consumed 0.1 A at 24 V; 2.4 W.
5.3.5 Final test
The final functional test was performed in one of Scania Fleet Management’s trucks. The
box was connected to the CAN bus and supplied with power. The box with GPS dongle
and GSM antenna was placed in the wind shield of the cabin. A configuration SMS was
sent from the Scania FMP to initialize the module. Since many tests had been preformed
in advanced in the lab, the box worked according to specification when it was placed in
the truck. A plot from the FMP portal showing reported values from the prototype is
shown in figure 5.4.
After the first test drive, the box was left in the truck for a long term test. The box was
not connected to ignition, but was constantly supplied with power. Time showed that the
box was not completely stable. It could run for some days up to a week but would then
stop communicating. From trace printouts, it seemed as if the Non Volatile Memory,
NVM, where configuration variables were stored had been erased. The application code
had a functionality to do this if some variable was corrupt. The NVM managing code of
the application had no good thread safety, this could be the reason.
It did occur that some expected periodic messages never showed up on the FMP portal.
It was never investigated if these messages actually arrived to FMP but were discarded as
incorrect, or if they were lost in some other way.
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Figure 5.4: Print out from the Scania FMP website based on data sent in by the project prototype. The red
arrow in the map, red fence in the table indicates that truck violated its GeoFence. The red cross in the
map, bandit face in the table, indicates an intrusion alarm triggered by the push-button on the prototype.
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6 Discussion

This chapter summarises key features to look at when selecting a GSM-module for an
FMS platform. The discussion is based on comparison of the reviewed models in this
project. There is no comparison of cost because sales representatives are not so willing to
give these figures when it is not a ‘real’ purchase. This chapter will also discuss the future
development of GSM-modules.

6.1 Aspects on selecting a GSM-module
Judging from the documentation of the GSM-modules studied for this project, all
candidates fulfil the fundamental requirements to be used in an FMS platform. They all
have the capability of executing a high level programming language. They all have enough
IO to communicate with the external devices required and they all have an IP-stack.
Available memory for program and data ranges from 250 KB up to 3MB. The present
telematics solution of Scania use only about 8 K to store intermediate data to be
forwarded to the server, so a majority of the memory can be spent on program. As a
reference, the prototype program used about 60 kB, though this figure will grow with the
added functionality of a full product. Although the basic requirements are met, there are a
number of issues to consider.
6.1.1 Processing performance
None of the intended applications of this project are “hard real time”, i.e., there is no
fatal error if a segment of code is not executed before a given deadline. Required
performance should then not be measured by minimal delay from input to output, but
instead, viewed over a period of time, data should be processed at the same rates as it
arrives.
The most demanding task of the FMS platform is the CAN data processing. The number
of CAN message IDs to monitor should therefore be kept as low as possible. nly two
manufacturers, Siemens and Wavecom, offer some measured values of CPU
performance. Telit states that the Python engine of their modules “is aimed at low
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complexity applications, where the application was usually done by a small micro
controller that managed some IO-pins and AT-commands.” This puts doubts on
itscapabilities. Some reference cases would clear the matter, but have not been received
from Telit sales agents. The other producers only state that resources are limited.
There is some uncertainty to the hardware architecture of some of the modules. Telit and
Sony Ericsson state that third party applications are run on spare capacity in the module’s
baseband CPU, with low priority. This is a cost efficient solution but not optimal for
processing performance. The baseband processors’ main priority is to maintain the GSM
protocol. For that matter it needs not to have any control of for example traffic on the
external serial ports. A different solution would be to have a distinction between
baseband and application CPU, with the application CPU also managing IO. The only
traffic in between the two CPU’s than is that related to the uplink. It is not clear if this is
the case for any of the other modules, but running a Java engine on “spare capacity”
seems unlikely.
The processing environment of Telit and SE modules is single threaded. This makes
application development more complex when state machines have to be used to share
processing time. Some calls, for example to establish a GPRS connection, take long time
(several seconds) to execute. This blocks execution and incoming data can not be
processed. Modules of Aplicom, Siemens and Wavecom all allow multiple threads.
6.1.2 CAN
The most time critical task of the FMS platform is CAN data handling. The CAN bus
demands micro second response times and therefore requires dedicated hardware. No
module offer an internal CAN bus controller. From speaking with the different module
producers on how to acquire CAN data, an RS-232 interfaced CAN bus controller seems
to be the choice. With a CAN-interface handling the bus and forwarding data packets to
the module over RS-232, the modules performance requirements are relaxed. The RS-232
Rx hardware buffer of the module will buffer up bursts of data, which the application
code can process at a steady pace. The performance requirement is than not to be able
the finish one CAN-frame before the next arrives, but to manage a given average bit rate.
The prototype uses a Scania CAN-toRS232 interface. Tests showed that the module had
no problems in processing this stream of raw data, though it could be slightly delayed
when the module had a lot to do (e.g. GPRS tranceiving). There is no need then for a
“smart” interface which the module could have a dialogue with and ask for the latest
value of a given CAN message.
As said, no module offers a CAN-bus interface today, but with several producers
targeting fleet management applications, such a device could be released. As for now, this
hardware feature has to be achieved by peripheral component(s).
6.1.3 GPS
There are two options for the GPS receiver of the FMS platform. It could either be a
separate circuit on the PCB, or integrated into the GSM module. Two of the modules in
this review, Telit 862-GPS and Wavecom Q2501B, host internal GPS. This decrease
component count and simplifies the platform’s PCB. On the other hand, with an internal
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GPS, the developer is tied to the GPS supplier favoured by the module manufacturer.
Wavecom, today having GSM modules with internal GPS, says they will end this product
branch. The reason they give is that the development of hardware for GSM and GPS are
never in phase, so there could never be an optimal solution. If an external GPS is used,
the most common way to connect it is by RS-232.
The Aplicom A12 offers a middle way to the internal/external GPS issue. One of the
modules RS-232 ports can be configured for NMEA sentences and an interpreter in the
module serves a Java GPS API. This makes positioning data acquisition in an application
very easy. The NMEA 0183 protocol is simple though. Implementing an interpreter in
application code is not a big project.
6.1.4 Environmental aspects
Temperature range and vibration endurance are two key features in automotive
applications. Sony Ericsson offer a specialised rugged version of their modules for the
automotive industry answering these demands. With most manufacturers claiming to
target the automotive industry, it’s likely that more of them will offer automotive grade
modules in the near future.
The most common connector for a GSM module is a multi pin board-to-board
connector. Telit and Wavecom also offer modules mounted with a ball grid array, BGA.
A BGA is preferable from a mechanical point of view. When the module is mounted in a
vibrant environment such as a truck, the BGA makes a more stable solution.
6.1.5 Misc
If the software of an FMS platform should ever have to be updated, to change the
functionality or to correct a bug, OTA is the best way to do it. A solution based on CSD
as data carrier is not a good option for larger fleets since it requires a GSM modem.
Preferably no triggering by SMS should either be used. Sending SMS’es could be done
without a GSM modem, through a connection to a SMS central, but a pure IP based
update procedure is the cleanest solution. This is possible with Siemens, Wavecom and
Telit modules today. Aplicom require CSD and Sony Ericsson and Motorola both states
in their respective data sheets that OTA update will be supported, but no description of
the procedures have been obtained.
The use of AT-commands for controlling features of a module seem outdated, a relic
from the terminals. All modules in the review can be controlled by AT-commands from
an external controller, instead of using an embedded application, but embedded
applications are also required to use AT-commands to some degree. All modules use ATcommands to set properties of the baseband CPU. The only exception is Aplicom who
instead use a CORBA based interface. Siemens and Telit also use AT to control some of
the modules communication interfaces. I have found no documentation on to what
extent Sony Ericsson use AT in embedded applications.
An emulator is very useful to speed up software development. Partly because
downloading every new version of code to the module take time, and partly because
running code with trace printouts is not as effective as being able to single step code and
monitor all variable values. Sony Ericsson is the only manufacturer who doesn’t provide a
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PC emulator for their module. Aplicom supply an emulator that doesn’t support
execution control and that has a few bugs. Siemens and Wavecom offer full emulators.
With Telit, the capabilities of their emulator are not clear.
6.1.6 Project prototype module
For the prototype of this project I had a some what other focus when selecting module
than what might be the case for a Scania product. With all modules meeting the
fundamental requirements I valued documentation the most. Since I would have little
support form others on module related issues, and the project had to be finished in a
short time, a clear and extensive documentation, especially the programmer guide, is
invaluable. I found Aplicom and Siemens to be the best candidates in this aspect. The
two modules seemed fairly levelled on most features. Aplicom won over Siemens on its
NMEA interface, so the prototype got based on the Aplicom A12.

6.2 Future of GSM-modules
The processing performance of GSM-modules can be expected to grow rapidly,
following the development of mobile phones. Along with GSM evolution higher data
rates can be expected. There are already units supporting 3G and High Speed Downlink
Packet Access, HSDPA. A set back in the parallel with cell phones is short product
cycles. The product cycle of a commercial vehicle is typically five years, by far longer then
a cell phone. GSM modules have not been around for very long, so it’s hard to see any
clear trends of product cycles. The following figures of Siemens products will give an
indication. Their first GSM-module, TC-45, was released in 2003. It’s successor, TC-65,
was released two years later in 2005 [ref. 15]. This is a much shorter cycle then for the
commercial vehicle industry.
The advantage of a new model is better performance, but the big disadvantage is that if it
is not fully compatible with its predecessor, new development and testing is required to
port an existing product. Siemens claim full software compatibility of TC-65 to TC-45,
but posts at developers’ forums give indications on the opposite. In addition to the
software compatibility, connector pin configuration can change as well. This would
require a redesign of the product’s PCB. Producers usually have pin-to-pin policies; that
the pin specification will not change with a new model, but these policies tend to change.
The conclusion to this is that much more performance can be expected from GSM
modules in the near future, but that it might come at the price of upgrade costs.
A more fundamental risk when choosing module is that the selected producer could go
out of business. Since this review was made, Wavecom has bought Sony Ericsson’s m2m
segment, and Aplicom has said they will not develop their platform further. Wavecom
says that Sony Ericsson’s products will be phased out, and that they are not
recommended for new development. With the m2m business being relatively young and
just gaining momentum, more consolidation of the market could be expected.
6.2.1 New models released since this review
The modules for the review of this project were selected in the beginning of 2006. Below
is a selection of what has been released since and up until 2006.12.15.
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Siemens:
Wavecom:

AC75 Automotive version of TC65.
XT75/XT65 like TC/AC ditto but with internal GPS
Q2687 with real time OS on an ARM9 core CPU at 104 MHz with 1
MByte of RAM and 4 MByte of PM. This new module also has an
extended operating temperature range of -40 ÷ 85 °C.
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7 Conclusions and future work

This final chapter will give conclusions from the review and prototype implementation
regarding the bearing of the GSM-module concept. Some suggestions on future work will
also be given.

7.1 Conclusions
Conclusions from both the reviewing- and implementing part of the project.
7.1.1 General notes from the prototype implementation
Writing code for a GSM module has tough constraints on program memory, RAM and
CPU performance.
Below is a list of obstacles and eases of the prototype implementation.
Main obstacles, things that slowed down application development:
• Slow (locking) compiler
• Necessity to download and debug code within the module instead of an emulator
• My lack of previous java skills.
• Interpretation mistakes of the protocols towards CAN interface and Scania FMP.
Things that made the development easier:
• Java is a high level, easy to learn language.
• IP stack very easy to use.
• Good support from people at Scania Fleet Management.
• Good example code supplied by Aplicom.
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7.1.2 Pros and cons of the A12
Tests described in 5.3.1 showed that over time, the CPU performance of the module was
good enough, with a work over sleep ratio of 1:4. The accuracy of the test method could
be questioned though.
It is desirable to have the FMS platform constantly active to be able to report for
example theft with short delay, before the module is disabled. Scania has tough
constraints on power consumption of electrical units of the truck when ignition is off.
The power consumption of the prototype is above what is generally tolerated by Scania
standards. A different approach to the fast alarming is to have short delay from power on
until the alarm is sent. 11-12 seconds for this was measured on the prototype. This time
period could probably not be much shorter since the device has to connect to the GSM
network before anything can be sent.
During the final test of the completed module, it did occur that expected periodic
messages never arrived to the FMP portal. It was never investigated it these messages
actually arrived but was discarded for being incorrect, or if they got lost on the way. A
possible cause is that the module rebooted due to some program bug. The periodic
transmission timer would then be reset and there would be a gap in the message
periodicy.
The A12 emulator did not work satisfactory. This caused slow debugging cycles when
every new software version had to be compiled and downloaded to the module to be
debugged.
The A12 was first released in 2003, and still no major new product release has been
announced. This indicates weak ambitions. I recently heard from an Aplicom salesperson
that the company had no plans in continuing GSM module development, but are
focusing on other areas.
In the A12s favour should be mentioned that it was very easy to write descent code for it.
Sockets for internet connectivity were easy to use.
Prototyping of the Aplicom A12 gave good results on IP stack usage, CAN and GPS
connection, and processing power. Its memory deallocation configuration should be
verified to be threshold triggered. If it is not, the module has major memory problems.

7.1.3 Pros and cons of the GSM module concept
A GSM module is a suitable way to go with an FMS platform. The platform will need
GPRS connectivity and an IP stack, along with basic needs of CPU, memory and IO. A
GSM-module offers all this in a neat package. This decreases the number of components
and soldering points and should vouch for that the parts will work well together. An
obvious disadvantage is that the components can’t be freely specified. There most likely
has to be a trade off between a desired hardware specification and an available GSM
module. The performance of the modules is also uncertain and hard to tell from product
specifications.
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The development and market of GSM-modules is just now gaining momentum. Many
producers are in their first or second generation of modules. It might be that another
generation or two is required before they have fully mastered the concept.
Product lifetime of GSM modules is more that of GSM handsets than trucks. This could
be a problem if too much effort has to be put into porting code from one generation of
modules to another and to adjust the PCB and peripheral circuitry.
7.1.4 Modules qualifying for a Scania FMS platform
The Sony Ericsson module disqualifies for a new FMS platform because the SE line of
GSM module products has been terminated. The processing performance of the Telit
module, along with its RS-232 port managing makes it a too weak candidate. Motorola
still doesn’t have a module ready and the specification of their coming module offer no
more than the Siemens or Aplicom. The Aplicom A12 and the Siemens TC65, or its
automotive version AC75, could be candidates. If they should be considered, a study
must be made on the amount of CAN data that the FMS platform should manage. None
of the two could probably manage the full 250 Kbit J1939 CAN stream. The only
supplier with modules powerful enough to not cast any serious doubts on performance is
Wavecom. From the material studied in this thesis, Wavecom modules seem to have the
biggest potential, though demanding more development time than the Java modules.
7.1.5 Alternative solutions
If a more thorough and hands on study show that no GSM-module measures up to the
requirements of an FMS platform, there are alternative solutions. The most unique
feature of the GSM-modules is the GPRS connectivity in combination with the IP-stack.
GSM-terminals have GPRS-connectivity too, but they lack the IP-stack. The IP-stack is
perhaps a bigger reason to switch from terminal to module then the embedded code. To
implement an IP-stack in for example C-code for a platform takes a lot of work. A
middle way could be to use an external CPU in combination with the GPRS-connectivity
and IP-stack of the module, and not use the modules embedded execution. The module
can then be used by an external CPU as a “byte-pipe” to a server. This gives more
degrees of freedom when making the design, but does not fully utilize the features of the
GSM-module hardware. An even more suitable candidate for this kind of design could be
the Siemens TC63, which is like the TC65 studied in this project, but with out the Java
capabilities.

7.2 Future work
If a commercial FMS platform is to be developed, a more hands on study of all qualifying
modules should preferably be made. A few more specific aspects to study are given
below.
An important feature of an FMS platform is how well it maintains communication in
areas with lower GSM signal levels. The project prototype was only tested in a single area
where GSM coverage could be assumed to be very good. The modules IP stacks ability to
compensate for harder signal conditions for example, is one relevant parameter to study,
and how it behaves when moving in and out of GSM coverage.
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Data transmitted by the GSM-device should be encrypted to protect costumer integrity
and business interests in case the signal is being picked up by an unauthorised party. The
GSM and GPRS standards support encryption within the network, which can be
considered to be safe. When the data is passed through a GPRS gateway to the internet,
the encryption is removed. To secure this part of the transfer; from gateway to server, the
GSM-device has to encrypt the data to be sent in application software. None of the
modules of this review has any encryption API, therefore, algorithms have to be built
from the bottom. Encryption is an important feature of a future FMS platform,
implementation of it has to be studied more carefully.
Different types of government approvals exist for products featuring a GSM device. The
most important for the European market is the Radio and Telecommunications Terminal
Equipment directive, R&TTE. It has replaced the approval part of International Mobile
Equipment Identity, IMEI. The R&TTE directive contains different requirements
including Electro Magnetic Compatibility, EMC, and radio spectrum usage. [ref. 14]
Meeting these requirements is necessary to put a product on the market. The different
GSM-module manufacturers have already passed some of these approvals, but a deeper
study should be made on which, and under what circumstances and designs those
approvals are valid.
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Appendix A: Terms and abbreviations
ANSI
API
AT
BGA
CORBA
CPU
CSD
DM
OTA
GPIO
GPS
GPRS
GSM
HSDPA
IDE
IMEI
IMP
IO
IP
IPS
J2ME
JVM
LED
M2M
MIPS
MMCX
NMEA
NVM
OSI
PCB
PDA
PM
R&TTE
RoHS
SIM
TCP
UART
UDP

American National Standard Institute
Application Programming Interface
Attention
Ball Grid Array
Common Object Request Broker Architecture
Central Processing Unit
Circuit switched data
Data Memory
Over The Air
General Purpose Input Output
Global Positioning System
General Packed Data Service
Global System for Mobile communications
High Speed Downlink Packet Access
Integrated Development Environment
International Mobile Equipment Identity
Information Module Profile
Input and Output
Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol Suit
Java 2.0 Micro Edition
Java Virtual Machine
Light Emitting Diode
Machine to Machine
Mega Instructions Per Second
Miniature Microax Coaxial cable connector
National Marine Electronics Association
Non Volatile Memory
Open Standards Interconnect
Printed Circuit Board
Personal Digital Assistant
Program Memory
Radio and Telecommunications Terminal Equipment
Restriction of Hazardous Substances in electrical equipment
Subscriber Identity Module
Transmission Protocol
Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
User Datagram Protocol
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Appendix B: Example code
Example code provided by the different manufacturers. There is not much conformity
between the examples, they are included mainly to give an idea of the syntax.

Applicom A12, Java ME
/**
* Demonstrates UDP sending and receiving
*/
public class DatagramClient extends MIDlet {
public void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException {
DatagramConnection conn = null;
try {
//
// Open a connection to the target. This call
// opens the wireless link.
//
conn = (DatagramConnection)
Connector.open("datagram://10.35.1.195:9000");
//
// Send "HELLO" to the server.
//
Datagram d;
byte[] data = "HELLO".getBytes();
d = conn.newDatagram(data, data.length);
conn.send(d);
// Allocate room to receive the response.
Datagram resp = conn.newDatagram(1024);
//
// Receive the response.
// The method blocks until the datagram is received or the link
// is dropped.
//
conn.receive(resp);
data = resp.getData();
log("Response " + new String(data, 0, resp.getLength()));
} catch (Exception e) {
log(e.toString());
} finally {
if (conn != null) {
try {
conn.close();
} catch (Exception ignored) {
}
}
}
}
}
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Siemens TC65, Java ME
/**
* Demonstrates TCP sending and receiving.
*/
public class NetDemo extends MIDlet {
static String destHost = "192.168.1.2";
static String destPort = "80";
static String connProfile =
"bearer_type=gprs;access_point=internet.t-d1.de;
username=anyone;password=something";
/**
* NetDemo - default constructor
*/
public NetDemo()
{
System.out.println("NetDemo: Constructor");
}
/**
* startApp()
*/
public void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException
{
SocketConnection
sc = null;
InputStream
is = null;
OutputStream
os = null;
System.out.println("NetDemo: startApp");
try
{
/* Open all */
String openParm = "socket://" + destHost + ":" + destPort+ ";" +
connProfile;
System.out.println("NetDemo: Connector open: " + openParm);
sc = (SocketConnection) Connector.open(openParm);
is = sc.openInputStream();
os = sc.openOutputStream();
/* Write Data */
String outTxt = "GET /somefile.txt HTTP/1.0\r\n\r\n";
System.out.println("NetDemo: sending: " + outTxt);
os.write(outTxt.getBytes());
/* Read Data */
StringBuffer
str = new StringBuffer();
int
ch;
while ((ch = is.read()) != -1)
{
str.append((char)ch);
}
System.out.println("NetDemo: received: " + str );
/* Close all */
is.close();
os.close();
sc.close();
}
catch (Exception e)
{
System.out.println("NetDemo: " + e.getMessage());
}
destroyApp(true);
}
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Wavecom Open AT, C++
/* Definition of application call stack */
u32 wm_apmCustomStack [ 256 ];
const u16 wm_apmCustomStackSize = sizeof (wm_apmCustomStack);
/* main function */
void adl_main(adl_apmInitTYpe_e InitTyoe)
{
/* Application */
/* Subscribe to the ´+WIND: 4’ unsolicited response */
Adl_atUnSoSubscribe(“+WIND: 4”, (adl_atUnSoHandler_t)Wind4 Handler);
}

/* callback function to the AT-command response ‘+WIND: 4’*/
bool Wind4 Handler(adl_atUnsolicited_t *paras)
{
/* unsubscribe to the ‘+WIND: 4’ unsolicited response */
adl_atUnSoUnSubscribe(“+WIND: 4”, (adl_atUnSoHandler_t)Wind4 Handler);
/* We make a print out on the serial port */
adl_atSendResponseADL_AT_RSP, “\r\nWe have received a WIND: 4\r\n”);
/* We want to relay this AT-response to the serial port, so we return TRUE */
return TRUE;
}
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Sony Ericsson GA64, C
/*****************************************************
* Name: ReadSMS
* Arguments: char *d_p, int dLen
* char *a_p, int aLen
* Return: int 1 or 0
* Description: Reads the first un-read SMS
*****************************************************/
ReadSMS (char *d_p, int dLen, char *a_p, int aLen)
{
int sNo = 0;
if (gtf(29) > 0)
{
sNo = smsrs ();
smsrm(d_p, dLen, sNo);
smsra(a_p, aLen, sNo);
smsd(sNo);
prtf("\nReceived SMS [%s,%s]\n", d_p, a_p);
return (1);
}
return (0);
}

/*****************************************************
* Name: SendNavData
* Arguments: char *adrs, int format
* Return: int 1 or 0
* Description: Send navigation data aquired from a GPS in a SMS.
* format=0 Raw, format=1 ASCII
*****************************************************/
SendNavData (char *adrs, int format)
{
char pL_p[255];
int pLSze = 0;
int pLCSum = 0;
sbfm(98, format, 0, pL_p, 255, &pLSze, &pLCSum);
prtf("\nReceived NavData Format:%d Size:%d CSum:%d\nData[%s]\n",
format, pLSze, pLCSum, pL_p);
prtf("\nSending SMS to [%s]\n", adrs);
if (smss(adrs, pL_p, 145, slen(adrs), slen(pL_p)) > 0)
{
prtf("\nSMS Send Error\n");
return (0);
}
prtf("\nSMS Sent OK\n");
return (1);
}
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Telit GM862, Python
#######################################
# sends a generic AT command and waits for a response
# if value is NULL then the AT command isn't compound (it's like ATA)
# if value isn't NULL then the AT command is like AT+CMGR=1
def SendCmd(cmd,value,waitfor):
if (value != NULL):
cmd = cmd + '='
else:
cmd = cmd + '\r'
res = MDM.send(cmd, 0)
if (value != NULL):
res = MDM.send(value, 0)
res = MDM.send('\r', 0)
if (waitfor > 0):
res = MDM.receive (waitfor)
return res

########################################
# waiting function
def Wait(sec):
timer = MOD.secCounter()
timerstop = timer + sec
while timer < timerstop:
timer = MOD.secCounter()

########################################
# Enable the execution of a new script.
# The new script could have been downloaded by FTP.
# This is part of the OTA functionality.
def enablefile(filename):
filename = '"' + filename + '"'
res = SendCmd('AT#ESCRIPT', filename,10)
if res.find('OK') != -1:
Wait(5)
res = MDM.send('AT#REBOOT\r', 0)
print 'rebooting system'
else:
print 'Update Failed'

AT-commands
Send an SMS from the Windows Hyper Terminal to a connected GSM device using ATcommands.
AT+CMGF=1
Set the SMS to be in ‘text’-mode
AT+CMGS="+46703130915"<CR> Set the receiver phone number and wait for the promt
hello<ctrl Z>
Send the text "hello"
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Appendix C: Swedish sales agents
Telit
Arrow Sweden
www.arrowone.com
Box 67, Kronborgsgränd 19
SE-164 94 Kista
Carl Johan Anderfors
Technical Sales, SEMI
+46 8 56 26 55 48
+46 708 86 45 13
cjanderfors@arrownordic.com
Telit sales office in Copenhagen for nordic and baltic countries.
Mads Kring
Regional Sales Director Nordic & Baltic
Data products Business Unit
+45 2345 7112
mads.kring@telit.com

Aplicom
Data Respons AB
www.datarespons.se
Kanalvägen 12
Stinsen 205
SE-194 61 Upplandsväsby
Daniel Aspeskär
+46 8 501 688 11
da@datarespons.se
Michal Stankov (quit)
Inside Sales
+46 8 50 16 88 17
+46 702 86 88 17
ms@datarespons.se
Patrik Lindergren
Senior System Architect
+46 8 50 16 88 44
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+46 707 10 45 56
patrik.lidergren@datarespons.se
Siemens
Same contact as for Aplicom modules.

Wavecom
Acal AB
www.acal.se
Solna strandväg 21
SE-171 54 Solna
Jakub Tenenbaum
Sales Engineer, Product Manager RF & Instrumentation
+46 8 54 65 65 09
+46 733 44 24 34
jakub@acal.se

Sony Ericsson
EG Components Sweden AB
www.egcomponents.se
P.O. Box 39
SE-162 11 Vällingby
Patrik Larsson
+46 8 759 35 02
patrik.larsson@egruppen.com
Motorola
Bfi Optilas
www.bfioptilas.se
Bangårdsgatan 8
P.O.Box 1335
SE-751 43 Uppsala
Henry Laine
+46 8 759 35 70
henry.laine@bfioptilas.com
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På svenska
Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare –
under en längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extraordinära omständigheter uppstår.
Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner,
skriva ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för
ickekommersiell forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten
vid en senare tidpunkt kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av
dokumentet kräver upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten,
säkerheten och tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ
art.
Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i
den omfattning som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan
beskrivna sätt samt skydd mot att dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan
form eller i sådant sammanhang som är kränkande för upphovsmannens litterära
eller konstnärliga anseende eller egenart.
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